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Photographs of Sheikh Zayed’s state visits to Pakistan
1. [ABU DHABI – STATE VISITS TO PAKISTAN]. [Photograph archive and album. Album title]: Visit
to Lahore of His Highness Skeikh Zayed bin Sultan Alnahayyani the ruler of Abudhabi (16th to 28th November,
1967).
[Pakistan, 1967–1971]. An archive of 183 photographs: 133 loose black and white photographic prints (ca. 30 × 25 cm),
30 smaller ones (ca. 5 × 6 cm) numbered and mounted together on a single sheet of paper, and 20 additional prints
in the album. Further with numerous rolls of original medium format negatives.Original black half morocco album,
green cloth sides with title and emblem of the United Bank Limited Pakistan on the front board.
€ 125 000
A trove of unpublished photographs
depicting two official visits to Pakistan by
HH Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan.
The earlier visit, in 1967, is documented by a
separate photo album containing images of
the visit to Lahore, the second largest city of
Pakistan, from 16 to 28 November 1967. The
album opens with a picture of HH Sheikh
Zayed arriving in his car; later pictures show
him being honoured and presented with
an album very similar to the present one,
and in the company of officials representing Pakistan’s United Bank Limited (UBL).
Almost 20 years later, in 1986, Sheikh Zayed
would donate a hospital to the city, now the
“Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex”, one of
the leading medical institutions in Pakistan.
The 30 small photographs show an audience
with Sheikh Zayed as well as a banquet in
his honour, attended by various Pakistani
dignitaries including Agha Hasan Abedi (1922–1995), the illustrious founder of UBL. These photos, apparently clipped from a set
of medium format contact prints, are mounted on a sheet of coated black photographic paper.
The largest set in size and number shows the state visit that took place on 20–22 January 1970 at the invitation of President Yahya
Khan (1917–1980). It provides extensive documentation of the large Abu Dhabi delegation being formally received by Yahya Khan,
who served as president of Pakistan from March 1969 to December 1971. Many show HH Sheikh Zayed shaking hands with and
speaking to President Yahya; others show the airport reception, formal dinners, speeches, but also informal conversations, members
of the delegation handling falcons, and numerous high-ranking Abu Dhabi retainers. Among the persons depicted is again Agha
Hasan Abedi, but there are also several pictures of Butti bin Bishr, secretary to Sheikh Zayed, and Ahmed bin Khalifa Al Suwaidi,
the first Minister of Foreign Affairs of the UAE and personal representative of Sheikh Zayed. President Yahya Khan had been “one
of the very first international leaders to reach out to Sheikh Zayed after the UAE had been founded and had, prior to this, in July
1970, been instrumental in creating an agreement to provide technical assistance to the then Trucial States. With the December
1971 union agreement approaching, Pakistan was quick to forge even closer ties, and Khan had been one of the first foreign leaders
to offer his congratulations and reiterate his country’s support when the UAE was born. Full diplomatic ties were then quickly
established, and Pakistan became one of the first to extend recognition to the new country ... All his life Sheikh Zayed had held a
personal affinity for Pakistan. He had hunted there extensively, came to know the people, its culture and lands, and enjoyed close
ties with leaders” (Wilson).
From the estate of Azhar Abbas Hashmi (1940–2016), Pakistani financial manager and eminent literary patron with close ties to
Karachi University. Hashmi served the UBL for many years, becoming its vice-president before founding several important cultural
organisations and becoming known as a man of letters in his own right. Thanks to his close connections with the Gulf states, Abu
Dhabi provided funds to build Karachi University’s faculty of Islamic studies, as well as its Sheikh Zayed Islamic Centre and it
mosque, Jamiya Masjid Ibrahim.
The majority of the photographs are entirely unmarked, but they occasionally show an Arabic inscription or stamp on the reverse.
Some of the loose photographs slightly scuffed along the edges, with an occasional nick or small tear, but otherwise in fine condition.
Binding of the album slightly rubbed. An important collection of at least largely unpublished photographs concerning the Sheikh
of Abu Dhabi’s visits to Pakistan in the last years before the formation of the UAE, entirely unknown and without counterparts in
the UAEhistory, Keystone or Hulton/Getty press photo archives.
Cf. G.H. Wilson, Zayed: man who built a nation, pp. 111–112. ☞ More on our website
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Two photographs of the guardians of the Imam Reza shrine, Iran
2. [A K A S B A S H I, Aqa Reza]. [Two photographs of Persian guardians].
[Iran, 2nd half of the 19th century]. 2 albumen prints mounted on cardboard (15 × 20 & 14 × 20.5 cm), with Persian
text below.
€ 1500
Two photographs attributed to Aqa Reza Akasbashi (1843–1890), the first Iranian professional photographer who had learned photography from the French photographer Francis Carlhian. The two photos show guardians protecting the Imam Reza shrine, in
Mashhad, Iran, the largest mosque in the world by area.
The persons depicted are (from left to right): Haj Mirza Abol Hassan (5th chief of the guardians), Mirza Zabiholah Safavi (2nd chief
of the guardians) and Mirza Davoud Hajeb-al-Dowleh (guardian of the holy city complex of Mashhad); and: : Mirza Abdol Javad
(9th chief of the guardians and a son of Shahid Thaleth), Molah Golam Hossein Sheikh-al-Islam (teacher at the holy complex) and
Mirza Mohammed Ali (fourth chief of the guardians).
In very good condition.
☞ More on our website
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Private photographs of a visit to the oilfields of the APOC, by the founder of Toc H
3. [A N G LO-PE R S I A N O I L CO M PA N Y ]. [C H A P PE L L, Henry Pegg (photographer)]. A Christmas
pilgrimage to the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. in Persia made by P.B.C.. S.C.. H.P.C.
[Greece, Palestine, Iran, Iraq, Egypt, 1931–1932]. Oblong photograph album (20.5 × 32 cm). With 72 sepia photographs (ca. 6 × 8.5 cm).
€ 8500
Album of personal photographs, commemorating a journey in 1931–1932 to the oilfields in modern Iran and Iraq, by a trio of travellers which included the Reverend Philip “Tubby” Clayton (1885–1972), the founder of the Toc H movement. Several photographs
show Galilee, Jerusalem, Rutbah Wells (Ar-Rutbah) and about 10 show “fields”, mostly the main oilfield at Masjed Soleyman, and
its gas separator.
In 1931 Clayton was invited by the
director of the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company, the predecessor of the British
Petroleum Company, “to inspect the
work among the Company units in
Persia and the Middle East generally”
(Harcourt). Accompanied by two
friends he travelled by plane, train and
boat to Lake Tiberias and further by
plane to Rutbah Wells, a British airfield
where the group spent Christmas Eve
with British, Dutch and German travellers. On Christmas Day they reached
Abadan and from there visited the
oilfields near Tehran, Ahvaz, Haftkel,
Mohammerah, Basra and Masjed
Soleyman. After a journey to Cairo and
Alexandria they boarded an oil tanker
for the return journey to Britain. This
journey inspired Clayton to plead passionately for improvements to the life
of the crews of oil tankers. He described
“carrying oil by sea” as “the most lonely
job on the world’s waters” (Clayton). In
1940 he became chaplain of Anglo-Saxon
Petroleum’s tanker fleet and would subsequently sail on multiple tankers.
The photographs must have been taken
by Henry Pegg Chappell (1909–1997),
since the other members appear he is
the only member not present in the
photographs and he does not, and only
Clayton who completed the journey by
oil tanker. A carbon copy of a typed list
describing all photographs is inserted in
the album. Since typed and handwritten additions to the carbon paper refer to
Clayton in the third person, he probably
typed the original list and gave Chappell
this carbon copy to insert in his album.
With an inscription, probably by
the three travellers, on the title page.
Binding slightly worn at the extremities. Paperclip and staple on the typescript rusted. In very good condition.
[19], [5 blank] ll. Clayton, “In a tanker”, in: The Times (9 March 1932), p. 15; Harcourt, The impudent dreamer, pp. 216–219. ☞ More on our website
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Sydney, the Blue Mountains, Jenolan Caves and Launceston in the late 19th century
4. [AU S T R A L I A]. PA I N E, John & Steven S P U R L I N G I I. [Photograph album containing pictures of
New South Wales and Tasmania].
[Australia, 1870s–1880s]. 16.5 × 37 cm. With 34 mounted albumen prints, mostly between 10 × 15 cm and 18 × 23.5
cm, with the smallest ca. 7 × 10 cm, most of them captioned underneath in ink. Oblong half morocco photo album,
titled “Queensland” on the front.
€ 1850
Large album containing photographs of Australia in the late 19th century. Although titled “Queensland” on the front cover, the
album does not actually contain a single picture showing the territory of Queensland. The first 17 portray several official buildings
in Sydney including St. Patrick’s College, the Colonial Secretary’s building and the neo-Italian Renaissance General Post Office and
show parts of the landscape in the vicinity of the city. Several other photographs show the Jenolan Caves, gold miners on Mount
Morgan and the highly popular tourist attraction of Barron Falls “as usually seen”. Two group portraits show Aboriginal Australians.
Most of these photographs are captioned and signed on the negative by John Paine (1833–1908), a British photographer who settled
in Australia and specialized in pictures of Sydney and the Blue mountains.
A group of six photographs shows the landscape near Launceston, Tasmania. These photographs were produced by Steven Spurling
(1847–1924), the son of a New Zealand photographer who settled in Launceston in the 1870s and is known for his experimental
outdoor photography.
Binding very little worn at the extremities and slightly discoloured at the edges. Some foxing on the album leaves but, with the
exception of some minor tears, the photographs are undamaged.
18 ll. Cf. Burgess, “Stephen Spurling”, at: Obituaries Australia, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University. ☞ More on our website
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From Baghdad with love: photographs of the city in 1917–1918
by an Australian serving in Dunsterforce
5. [B AG H D A D – WO R L D WA R I]. [Album with photographs of Baghdad after its capture by the British
in 1917].
Baghdad and Samarra, [1917–]1918. 17 × 24 cm. With 163 sepia tone photographs (ca. 6.5 × 4 cm) mounted on
cloth-backed paper, a few captioned in ink on the page. Side-stitched.
€ 4500
Photo album showing Baghdad in 1917–1918, taken and/or compiled by an Australian soldier named “Chris”. The 163 snapshots are
ordered thematically and mostly show local life and the inhabitants of the city, including many portraits. A few of special interest
are a photograph of “Zubadie’s Tomb”, the supposed author of the Arabian nights, several images of a performance of the 2nd
Leicestershire Regiment’s concert troupe, a local fair, several church interiors, Al-Kadhimiya Mosque and several photos of Samarra
including a proud camel titled as “a son of the desert”. Soldiers appear only occasionally, though one photograph shows several of
them posed in front of a train.
According to an inscription on the front cover, Chris sent the album to Miss Gladys “Iris” Elvy in Daceyville, Sydney, “with love”, in
January 1918. As an Australian in Baghdad, Chris must have belonged to the 1st Australian Wireless Signal Squadron, which formed
part of the army that captured Baghdad in March 1917. The date inscribed on the front of the album, “Jan. 27th. 18.”, was the day
that the advance party of Dunsterforce left Baghdad for Baku, suggesting that Chris formed part of this prototype special forces unit,
whose mission it was to organize and train local anti-Bolshevik and anti-Turkish groups as a safeguard against Turkish movements
in the area now that Russia had left the war.
Slightly smudged and with a few spots, but otherwise in excellent condition.
25 ll. For the signallers and Dunsterforce: Bean, “Appendix 5 – Australians in Mesopotamia”, in: The Australian imperial force in France during the main German
offensive, 1918 (8th edition, 1941), pp. 703–764. ☞ More on our website
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”Ruler of group of Islands”
6. [B A H R A I N]. HH Sheikh Hamad ibn Isa Al Khalifa with three other sheikhs.
Gulf region, 1920s. Black and white photograph (gelatin silver print, 8 × 7 cm) mounted on brown cardboard
(9 × 8.5 cm). Captioned in white ink.
€ 4500
HH Sheikh Hamad ibn Isa Al Khalifa, KCIE, CSI (1872–1942) was the King (Hakim) of Bahrain from 1923 until his death.
Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, his palace in Al-Sakhir was a centre where both Gulf Sheikhs and British nobility and political
figureheads were regularly invited to dine and discuss foreign policy of the region. The photograph shows the monarch in a deck
chair on a ship in the company of noble retainers. The caption reads “Sheikh Hamad. Ruler of group of Islands Persian Gulf ”.
A well-preserved, glossy print in good contrast.
☞ More on our website
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32 photographs depicting Tasmania in full glory
7. B E AT T I E, John Watt. [Album with 32 photographs of Tasmania].
Hobart, [ca. 1895]. Oblong 2° (30 × 41cm). With 32 original photographs (ca. 17 × 23 cm), pasted on paperboard.
Later gold-tooled red morocco.
€ 13 500
Beautifully bound album with a magnificent collection of 32 original photographs of Tasmania, made by John Watt Beattie (1859–1930)
at the end of the 19th century. Beattie arrived in Tasmania in 1879 as an amateur dry-plate photographer of scenic views. He began to
work with the Anson Brothers in 1882. In 1892, Beattie bought out the Anson Brothers’ very large collection of large format studio
portraits and negatives. The photographs include 10 views of Hobart and surroundings (including a view from the bay, a photograph of an original sketch by an eye-witness: “The first days of Hobart, Collins Camp, Sullivan’s Cove, Feb. 1804”, Elizabeth Street,
Cathedral, Bellerive), Mount Wellington with hunter, Mount Ida, Lake St. Clair (3), Mount Byron & Cuvier, giant eucalyptus giant,
cedar trees on way to Great Lake, Mount King William, from track to Arrowsmith, Track to Fern Tree Bower, forest views, Mount
Olympus from Laura Creek, King Williams Pines, Lake Marion, Garrs Tree Hill track, Hartz Mountains, etc.
Very good collection.
Long, Tasmanian Photographers 1840–1940: A Directory (1995), p.12; Michael Roe, [article on Beattie], in: Australian Dictionary of Biography VII, pp. 232–33.
☞ More on our website
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112 photographs of Cairo and Egypt
by two of the most distinguished photographers of the Muslim world
8. B É C H A R D, Henri and Pascal S E B A H. [Binding title:] Egypten.
[Cairo & Istanbul, ca. 1870–1880]. 3 oblong photo albums (31 × 45 cm), containing 112 stunning photographs
of Egypt (mostly measuring: 20.5 × 26.5 cm, some slightly smaller: 20 × 25 cm and some slightly larger: 26.5 × 21
cm), all mounted paperdboard leaves measuring 30 × 42 cm. 49 photos are signed, in the negatives, by Béchard, 35
by Sebah and 28 are unsigned, and several have numbers and titles as well. The photographs in each volume are
numbered in a later hand on the leaves (48, “19”[=21], 43). Near contemporary gold-tooled black half morocco;
kept in matching half morocco boxes.
€ 95 000
An extensive set of stunning photographs of Egypt by two of the most distinguished photographers of the Islamic world: Henri
Béchard and Pascal Sebah. The collection is very well preserved and unusual in its scope. The volumes are thematically divided: the
first album shows Cairo and daily life in the city, the second shows antiquities outside the city (pyramids, temples, funeral chambers,
hieroglyphics etc.), and the third shows cities other than Cairo, e.g. Karnak, Louqsor, Bal el Molouk, Thebes, Edfou, Assouan, etc.,
along with ruins and other sites from those places. The photographs therefore not only show us the famous views and antiquities,
but also give an acute portrayal of Egypt as a country and its everyday life at the time, which is not common in the usual touristic
photo albums.
Henri Béchard (active 1870–1880) was awarded the Gold medal at the Universal Exposition in 1878. His studio was in the Ezbekiyeh
Gardens, Cairo. “His work is distinguished by the superb quality of his prints and the generally spectacular presentation of even the
most common sites, such as the pyramids. His studies of people and costumes are even more interesting and point to a very personal
involvement of the photographer in the life and customs of the country. His cityscapes and urban scenes were mostly taken from
unusual angles in an attempt to cope with the narrow and confined spaces” (Perez).
Pascal Sebah (1823–1886) was a leading photographer based in Constantinople, who catered to the Western European interest in
the exotic “Orient” and the growing numbers of tourists visiting the Islamic world who wished to take home images of the city,
ancient ruins in the surrounding area, portraits, and local people in traditional costumes. “Sebah rose to prominence because of
his well-organized compositions, careful lighting, effective posing, attractive models, great attention to detail, and for the excellent
print quality” (Saretzky).
Only an occasional speck on the album leaves, otherwise a fine copy, with the photographs of a very high quality. The bindings also
fine, only the boxes have some very minor wear along the extremities.
Cf. N. Perez, Focus East (1988); G. Saretzky, History of photography (online). ☞ More on our website
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60 photographs by Bechard of Egyptians and Nubians
9. B É C H A R D, Henri Égypte et Nubie.
[Ca. 1880]. 60 photographs on albumen paper, measuring 28 × 22 cm each, signed and captioned in the plate, numbered 1 through 68. Contemporary green half calf with gilt spine and title “Égypte & Nubie”, initialed “B.C.D.”
on first plate.
€ 45 000
Large and beautiful photographs by Bechard: excellent
vintage prints, mostly in superior condition. They represent
the popular Egyptian and Nubian types, frequently in closeups. Nissan N. Perez states that this part of the work of a
photographer specializing in views of sites and monuments
“has escaped general attention” (cf. Focus East, p. 123, reproducing the photograph of water carriers resting). Includes: a
scribe; a sheikh reading the Qur’an, merchants and grocers,
a group of ulemas (religious scholars) reading the Qur’an,
an Arab drawing water, whirling dervishes, Arab peasants (a
fellah carrying water), a sheikh going to the mosque, a game
of Mangala, water carriers, mat manufacturers, Sheikh Sadad,
a descendant of Mohammed, a falconer, washerwomen, an
Arabic singer, a young fellah, a Darabouka player, labourers,
a public fountain, a beggar, Arabs at prayer, Arabic coffee, etc.
Béchard was active between 1869 and ca. 1890. “His work
is distinguished by the superb quality of his prints and
the generally spectacular presentation of even the most
common sites, such as the pyramids. His studies of people
and costumes are even more interesting and point to a very
personal involvement of the photographer in the life and
customs of the country. His cityscapes and urban scenes were
mostly taken from unusual angles in an attempt to cope with
the narrow and confined spaces” (Nissan N. Perez).
Binding repaired in places.
☞ More on our website
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100 original photographic portraits of Berber men, women and children in Algeria
10. B O N A PA RT E, Roland. [Collection anthropologique du Prince Roland Bonaparte: Afrique du Nord].
[Paris (photographs taken in Algeria), ca. 1889]. 2 volumes. Two albums (41 × 34 cm), each containing 50 photographic portraits (21 × 15.5 cm), each photograph mounted over a brown-gold tint block on a thick paperboard leaf,
with “Collection du Prince Roland Bonaparte” printed in script lettering in the foot margin below. Contemporary
and uniform black half sheepskin.
€ 18 000
A pair of albums containing 100
original photographic studio portraits
of at least mostly Algerian Berbers, some
variously described elsewhere as “Arabes
et Touaregs” or “Algériens et Kabyles”.
They were made by and/or under the
direction of Prince Roland Bonaparte,
most or all in one studio that he set
up, probably in Kabylië, a mountainous region in northern Algeria, east
of Algiers, though the sitters could
be ethnic Tuaregs, whose traditional
lands in the Sahara included southern
Algeria. Bonaparte presented many of
these photographs at the Exposition
Universelle held at Paris in 1889. Kabylië
had remained largely independent when
most of Algiers was governed by vassals
of the Ottoman Empire and was one of
the last regions conquered by the French
in 1830.
Prince Roland Bonaparte (1858–1924),
grandson of Napoleon’s brother, was
a geographer, ethnologist, member
(from 1910 to his death president) of
the Société de Géographie, and photographer, though many photographs
that appeared under his name were
taken by photographers whom he hired
and directed, including Felice Beato
(1832–1909). In what Bonaparte and his
crew intended as scientific studies, they
photographed and measured indigenous
peoples in or from many regions around
the world. For the 1889 Exposition
Universelle at Paris Bonaparte published
several small collections of his photographs under the title Collection anthropologique du Prince Roland Bonaparte
with subtitles indicating the cultural
group shown, but except for a larger
collection of Hottentot (Khoikhoi)
portraits they contained only 22–31 photographs each. One of these published collections shows «22 phot. anthropologiques d’habitants de l’Afrique du Nord».
Three photographs in the first album are somewhat spotted, and the sitters in one of them and one other portrait are slightly blurred,
apparently because they moved during the exposure, but the prints are otherwise in very good condition, with only some slight
fading. One of the mounts is foxed and another shows a fold, neither affecting the photographic prints. The bindings show a few
scuffs but are still in good condition.
[50], [50] ll., each with a mounted photographic print. For Bonaparte: Encyclopedia of nineteenth-century photography, vol. 1, pp. 172–173. ☞ More on our
website
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Souvenir album showing the Holy Land, Egypt, Athens and Venice
in the second half of the 19th century
11. B O N F I L S, G. L E K E G I A N & CO, Brothers Z A N G A K I, Collection M E R L I N and Carlo N AYA.
[Souvenir album with photographs of the Holy Land, Cairo, Athens and Venice].
[Palestine, Cairo, Athens, Venice, ca. 1890]. Oblong album (41.5 × 31 cm) containing 62 albumen prints, mostly
23 × 28 cm, with 2 smaller prints of ca. 16 × 28 and 5 large prints of 35.5 × 27 cm. Most of the photographs are
numbered and captioned in French, and sometimes also in English, on the negative. Contemporary brown half
morocco.
€ 9500
Interesting photo album, probably compiled as a souvenir of a journey through the Holy Land, Egypt, Athens and Venice in the
1890s. Complete souvenir albums were sold by photographer’s studios and dealers alike. However, the fact that the current album
has several blank pages at the end, lacks a binding title and contains photographs showing several different countries, suggests that
it was compiled by an individual traveller. Among the photographs of Athens, is an image of the statue of Themis, excavated in
1890 in Rhamnous and subsequently transported to Athens. The inclusion of this photograph suggests the album was compiled in
or soon after 1890.
The largest part of the album contains photographs of Egypt and Jerusalem. After a view with numerous watermelons at the market
of Jaffa, it shows views of Ramlah, Bethany (al-Azariya), Khan al-Ahmar (“scene of the ‘good Samaritan’ episode”) and the convent
Mar Saba. Before the views of Bethlehem on Christmas day, are two photographs showing local inhabitants: a single rider with his
horse before the river Jordan and a Bedouin camp near Jericho. All the major sites of Jerusalem are present, including the Mount
of Olives, Wailing Wall, Solomon’s Stables and the Jaffa Gate with more watermelons. A misplaced image of the coppersmiths of
Cairo appears before images of the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. The images of Egypt mostly show the
river Nile and the Pyramids, but also a busy market in the garden of Gezireh, the interior of the Mosque of Muhammad Ali and a
mummy. Typical images of Athens and Venice follow, with the final image showing a gentleman and two ladies feeding the pigeons
on the Piazza San Marco.
With the captions of several of the photographs transcribed in pencil or ink. Binding worn at the extremities. Paperboard album
leaves with a few spots and several tears, most of the header corners damaged and several repaired. Photographs in excellent condition,
a few with some spots and light damage at the sides.
[59], [11 blank] pp. ☞ More on our website
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Luxury Palestine souvenir album
12. [B O N F I L S, Félix]. Jerusalem.
[Palestine, 1880s]. Oblong album (44.5 × 31.5 cm) With 71 large albumen photographic prints, mostly ca. 22 × 28
cm, signed and captioned in the negative (in French and English), mounted on both sides of the album’s leaves.
Includes a three-part folding panorama of Jerusalem from Mount Olivet, measuring 82 × 21 cm. Original auburn
morocco with gilt upper cover, gilt edges.
€ 18 000
A rare and unusually massive Palestine souvenir album containing 71 photographs by the renowned studio of Félix Bonfils (1831–85),
the French-born photographer who had come to the Levant with General d’Hautpoul in 1860 and remained active in the East. Based
in Beirut, Bonfils produced thousands of photographs depicting Palestine, Egypt, Syria, Greece and other parts of the Ottoman
Empire. In the early days of western tourism to the Middle East, his works soon became popular as souvenirs. The photographs were
available both separately and as individually arranged albums, but sets of this scope were uncommon,
very few exceeding fifty images. The sumptuous binding which the owner chose underlines that this was a luxury souvenir for a more
than ordinarily wealthy traveller. It features landscapes and city views, famous sights such as Jaffa Gate (Bab el-Khalil), sites sacred to
the three religions (Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Church of the Flagellation, Al-Aqsa Mosque, Mosque of Omar, Wailing Wall),
but also sights outside Jerusalem, including Hebron, Bethlehem, the Dead Sea, the River Jordan, Jericho, Wadi el-Kelt, Khan-elAhmar, Bethany, Nazareth, and Emmaus.
The photographs occasionally show some insignificant loss of contrast, but are altogether in good condition. A few edge flaws to
the cardboard leaves, including a chafe mark across the lower edge where the paper has buckled. Binding in good condition, with
occasional scuffing (more obvious on lower cover). A fine album of photographs of Palestine.
☞ More on our website
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Third copy located
of an extremely rare
ethnographic photo album
13. D A M M A N N , Carl Victor and
Friedrich Wilhelm. Ethnologischer
Atlas sämmtlicher Menschen-Racen in
Photographien, . . .
Hamburg, Otto Meissner, [1876]. With
letterpress title-leaf and 179 albumen
prints mounted on 25 paperboard leaves
(31.5 × 46.5 cm), each leaf with a short
general description in German, and
all photos with irregularly numbered
captions. Loose in a modern black half
cloth clamshell box, with the original
printed title-wrapper mounted on front.

€ 14 000
Extremely rare collection of photographs
intended for the use at schools, by Carl Victor
and Friedrich Wilhelm Dammann, who are
best known for their massive photographic
work Anthropologisch-Ethnologisches Album
in Photographien published in instalments
between 1873 and 1874. The collection contains
photographs of ethnic types from all over the
world, including Africans, Arabs, Chinese,
Japanese and indigenous Americans, starting
with the “civilised” Western-Europeans and
ending with Australians, Melanesians and
Micronesians.
We have located only two other copies.
With contemporary large bookseller’s
ticket of “Vetter’s plastische leermiddelen”
in Rotterdam, specializing in education.
Paperboards slightly browned and foxed, some
minor stains and occasional damage to the
photos. Original wrapper rubbed. Extremely
rare photo album.
Ibrahim-Hilmy I, p. 154; KVK/WorldCat (1 copy);
cf. Theye, “Einige Neuigkeiten zu Leben und Werk der
Bruder Carl Victor und Friedrich Dammann”; not in
Ferguson; Sabin; South African Bibliography; etc. ☞
More on our website
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12 albumen prints showing Paris after the Franco-Prussian War,
including 9 by the French photographer Disdéri
14. D I S D É R I, André. [Collection of 12 photographs of Paris and surroundings just after the Franco-Prussian
War (1870–1871)].
[Paris], André Disdéri, 1871. Seven albumen prints by Disdéri (measuring 10/20 × 29 cm), mounted on blue stiff
paper leaves, with a caption in pencil in the lower left corner; three albumen prints, each mounted on a white stiff
paper leaf, including one by A. Serrault with printed text underneath; and two small portraits of carte de visite
format (89 × 54 mm), probably by Disdéri, mounted together on one stiff paper leaf.
€ 1800
A total of 12 albumen prints,
including 9 by the French
photographer André-AdolpheEugène Disdéri (1819–1889), all
relating to the Franco-Prussian
War (1870–1871). Disdéri’s photographs depict Paris and surroundings (Saint-Cloud, Point
du jour, Meudon) in March
1871, just after the War, and
show demolished buildings and
barracks, abandoned ramparts
and a Prussian artillery battery.
The two small portraits depict
General Louis Jules Trochu
(1815–1896), Governor of
Paris from 1870, and General
Jean-Jacques Alexis Uhrich
(1802–1886), who defended
Strasbourg. The portraits are in
the typical carte de visite style,
which Disdéri patented in 1854.
The other photographs show
a German garrison during the
bombing of Paris, signed A.
Serrault, Versailles; a photograph of a destroyed room at
the École polytechnique after
the bombing; and a drawing or
painting called “Les maudits”,
signed Adrien Marie, 1870.
Photographs slightly discoloured, stiff paper leaves slightly
browned along the margins,
otherwise in good condition.
Hannavy, Encyclopedia of
nineteenth-century photography, pp.
417–420. ☞ More on our website
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Photographs of the ruling family of Dubai during a state visit to Pakistan
15. [D U B A I – ROYA L FA M I LY ]. Photograph album.
Pakistan, Early 1970s. 40 photographs (29 in colour and 11 black-and-white). Various sizes (300 × 207 mm to
125 × 125 mm). Includes 51 original colour slides. Stored in large, six-leaf self-adhesive tan leather album (oblong
2°, 43 × 34 cm).
€ 35 000
A privately assembled photo album showing the ruling family of Dubai during a state visit to Pakistan, apparently in the early 1970s.
Pakistan was the first country to accord formal recognition to the United Arab Emirates after the state’s emergence in 1971.
Nearly half of the images show HH Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum (1912–90), the father of the modern Emirate of Dubai,
in conversation, at dinners, and relaxing in the garden. Other photos show his sons, the crown prince and later ruler HH Sheikh
Maktoum bin Rashid Al Maktoum (1943–2006), the present ruler HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, and HH Sheikh
Ahmed bin Rashid Al Maktoum. The collection was assembled by Azhar Abbas Hashmi, a high-ranking officer of the Pakistani UBL
bank (United Bank Limited), founded in 1959 by Agha Hasan Abedi (1922–95), who is seen in seven photographs with HH Sheikh
Rashid as well as with his two older sons. While several pictures show the members of the royal family in negotiations with the
Karachi banking officials, there are also fascinating images of a falconry tour to the Pakistani countryside (including a fine portrait
of HH Sheikh Ahmed with a falcon perched on his arm). The more than fifty original colour slides show other scenes of the same
visit; only four of the images are among the prints included in the album.
Some occasional creases and even the odd tear, but in general finely preserved. Three photos printed by Karachi’s “Eveready Studio”,
some inscribed in ballpoint with identification on the reverse (“Mr. S. L. Anwar, HH, Mr. Masood Naqvi, Mr. Iqbal Khateeb / Mr.
Hashmi showing the prospect drawings”), one in Arabic, another with ownership stamp: “Azhar Abbas Hashmi, Vice President
Gulf Operations, International Division, UBL,
HO, Karachi”. An unpublished set, entirely
unknown and without counterparts in the
online Keystone or Hulton/Getty press photo
archives, from the estate of Azhar Abbas Hashmi
(1940–2016), Pakistani financial manager and
eminent literary patron with close ties to
Karachi University. Long with UBL, Hashmi
would serve as the bank’s vice-president before
founding several important cultural organisations and becoming known as a man of letters in
his own right. It was because of Hashmi’s close
connections to the Gulf states that Abu Dhabi
provided funds to build the Karachi University’s
faculty of Islamic studies, along with Sheikh
Zayed Islamic Centre and Jamiya Masjid Ibrahi.
☞ More on our website
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Unique snapshots of Egypt in 1906–1908: excavations in progress, the Mahmal procession, the
Tanta fair and daily life, probably taken by a female photographer
16. [PH OTO G R A PH Y – E G Y P T]. Book I–[II] Egypt 1906–7. Book III Naples, Rome, Florence. Book IV
Criccieth N. Wales, Zara, Khargeh Upper Egypt, Cairo, Freshwater Bay I.W.
Egypt, Naples, Rome, Florence, Criccieth and the Isle of Wight, 1906–1908. Oblong (23 × 32 cm). An album in 4
volumes with 323 silver gelatin prints (8 × 5.5 cm to 14 × 8 cm, mostly ca. 10 × 7 cm). Side-stitched.
With: (2) L E H N E RT & L A N D RO C K. Souvenir of Cairo. 12 real artistic photos. Serie A.
Egypt, [late 1920s]. Envelope containing 12 silver gelatin prints (12 × 9 cm).
(3) [PHOTOGRAPHY – SINGAPORE?]. Photograph of a woman and a baby sitting in a rickshaw, with a child
in front and the rickshaw puller.
[Singapore?], [late 1920s]. Silver gelatin print (7.5 × 12.5 cm).
€ 4500
A four-volume photo album, compiled
by an unknown British woman who
also seems to have taken most of the
photographs, illustrating travels through
Egypt, Italy, Wales and the Isle of Wight.
Although the specific background to the
album is unknown, a photograph of a
woman holding a camera is captioned “…
snapshotted”, suggesting that she was the
compiler of the album and probably took
most of the photographs herself.
The first volume starts in 1906 with
several photographs showing the interior
and exterior of a “summer house” near
the “Pont des Anglais” (now called the
Evacuation bridge), a Cairo neighbourhood containing many riverside villas.
The final part of the second volume is
devoted to the Tanta fair: Egypt’s largest
fair, which normally attracted half a
million visitors. Afterwards the party
visited the village of Toukh, north of
Cairo.
The third volume opens in May 1907 with
a railway visit to the village of “El-Rico”
near Hosh Essa, also in the Nile delta, but
nearer to Alexandria. Photographs depict
the travelling party as well as local agriculture, another wedding and a visit to
the weekly market at Abou El Matamer.
The final part of the album shows a visit
to the Isle of Wight in August 1908.
With two photographs in volume IV
(Cairo, on the Nile) torn out. Bindings
slightly worn, spines damaged and
volume III without a spine. A few photographs somewhat worn at the edges and
with a few spots but otherwise in very
good condition. An extensive and remarkable photo album, especially for Egypt 1906–1908.
9; 7; 12; 11 ll. For the excavation at Deir-el-Bahari: Naville, The XIth dynasty temple at Deir el-Bahari. Part II. ☞ More on our website
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The 10th-century
Cambodian temple Banteay Srei,
with 72 (mostly photographic) plates
17. F I N OT, Louis, Henri PA R M E N T I E R
and Victor G O LO U B E W. Le temple d’Içvarapura (Bantãy Srei, Cambodge). Mémoires
archéologiques, publiés par l’École Française d’Extrême-Orient Tome I.
Paris, G. van Oest, 1926. Large 4° (36.5 × 28 cm).
With 72 plates, mostly heliotype photographs by
Léon Marotte (each plate has one or two photos).
One of 800 copies printed on heavy paper. Original publisher’s printed paper wrappers.
€ 475
First edition of a monograph on the temple of the 10th-century Cambodian temple Banteay Srei, with heliotype photographs documenting its architecture and rich details. The
text is divided into three parts, discussing the temple’s
architecture (Henri Parmentier), its decorations (Victor
Goloubew) and its inscriptions and history (Louis Finot).
The present volume is the first in a series, and was followed
by a monograph on Angkor Wat (3 parts in 6 volumes).
Internally in fine condition, wholly untrimmed, with all
bolts unopened and all deckles intact. Wrappers slightly
soiled, with some minor damage to the spine and the edges
of the bookblock foxed.
X, 138, [2] pp. + plates ☞ More on our website
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The largest photograph in the world: never seen on the market
18. [FRA MAURO Mappa Mundi]. [Carlo NAYA]. [Life-size photograph of the Fra Mauro map of the world].
Venice, Carlo Naya, ca. 1871. Hand-coloured photograph, ca. 223 × 223 cm. Mounted and framed.
€ 280 000
A life-sized, hand-coloured photograph of the famous world map made around 1450 by Fra Mauro, the greatest medieval map of
the world and the largest surviving European map of such an early date: an astonishing accomplishment of art history, cartography
and photography. Perhaps the largest photograph ever made at the time, the “Naya Fra Mauro” belongs to a class of colossal early
photographs that includes Eadweard Muybridge’s 13-sheet panorama of San Francisco (1878) – though each sheet measured only
about 46 × 55 cm – and George R. Lawrence’s photograph of the Alton Limited on a 244 × 137 cm glass plate (1899). It also appears
to be the first large-format map produced photographically.
Fra Mauro’s map is “considered the greatest memorial of medieval cartography” (Almagià). Containing hundreds of detailed illustrations and some 3000 descriptive texts, it was the most detailed repres-entation of the world so far produced. It remains one of the
most important works in the history of cartography, marking the end of Bible-based geography in Europe and the new embrace of
more scientific methods that placed accuracy ahead of religious or traditional beliefs. Strikingly, it is oriented with south at the top,
recalling the Arabic tradition and more specifically al-Idrisi’s famous 12th century world map, copies of which Fra Mauro may have
known: Europe is shown at the foot, and Africa and Asia dominate the image, with Arabia (not Jerusalem) at the centre. Fra Mauro
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incorporated “the discoveries of Marco Polo and the Portuguese” as well
as “many countries later known, which the learned monk doubtless
shaped after ideas gathered from the oral narratives of occasional travellers” (Müller). Much of the map’s novel information was lost to early
modern cartographers when printed Ptolemy atlases proliferated in the
final decades of the 15th century, replacing the manuscript mappa mundi
tradition.
Today the original Fra Mauro Map, drawn on vellum, is held by the
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana in Venice and shown at the Museo Correr.
The British antiquarian William Frazer prepared an impressive manuscript facsimile in 1804, now in the British Library; a large engraving
was made in Paris in 1849, and in 1869 the Venetian bookseller Münster
produced the first photographic reproduction, albeit at a much smaller
scale, measuring a mere 62 × 68 cm. Carlo Naya’s monumental Fra
Mauro photograph renders the map in its full original size. Although
it is mentioned in a number of books on early Italian photography, it
was always extremely rare: the only photographic copies of the map
ever to have surfaced in the trade were that of Münster (lot 1581 at the
1884 sale of the library of Henry C. Murphy, U.S. ambassador to the
Netherlands under Lincoln) and the more common four-print photofacsimile published in 1879 by Ongania (E. P. Goldschmidt, cat. 22,
London 1930, lot 32). By contrast, Naya’s magnum opus was never sold
except through his own concern. The Royal Geographical Society was
presented with a specimen in 1873 (the gift of John Benjamin Heath,
once Governor of the Bank of England), and the British Library holds
another, as does the Marciana (all uncoloured). National Library of
Wales, Aberystwyth, has a very fragile and faded example, cut into 16
sheets and mounted on modern paperboard.
Carlo Naya (1816–82) was an Italian photographer known for his fine
views of Venice. He settled there in 1856, opening a photo studio that
catered to “grand tourists” who wished to take home mementoes of the
city’s spectacular art and architecture. His mappa mundi photograph was
prepared around 1871 under the supervision of the Venice-based English
historical scholar Rawdon Brown (1806–83), a friend of Ruskin’s. Naya
exhibited his photograph at the 1873 World’s Fair in Vienna, winning a
medal for it. In the 1880s the Nayas were still advertising the map, the
pride of the company, as a “fac-simile of the Planisphere of Fra Mauro
A.D. 1459, the largest photograph hitherto made (a square 7 ft. 4 inch)”.
It was priced at a stupendous 200 francs. After Naya’s death, his wife
and then her second husband continued his studio for three and a half
decades.
With ink stamps of the publisher Osvaldo Böhm on the back of the
photograph, who bought most of Naya’s archive when the family closed
the shop in 1918. Later the photograph was part of the collection of
Dr. Edward Luther Stevenson (1858–1944), one of the most important
scholars of early cartography active at the end of the 19th and the first half
of the 20th century. Stevenson was responsible for numerous carto-bibliographic books, including the first translation of Ptolemy into English,
as well as a series of impressive facsimile maps. Stevenson, who viewed
reproductions as integral to the study of early cartography, committed
himself to building an unparalleled collection of photographs of early
maps and globes. Much of his collection was donated to Yale University
after his death, but the present item comes from a large corpus of photos,
manuscripts and related material retained by the family. In very good
condition.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana, vol. 1 (1944); Becchetti, Fotografi e
fotografia in Italia 1839–1880 (1978), p. 124; Falchetta, Storia del Mappamondo di Fra’
Mauro (2016); Müller, Venice: her art-treasures and historical associations: a guide to the
city (1873) p. 113; Zannier, Venice: the Naya collection (1981). ☞ More on our website

Photos of 124 ornate dance card cases from the 18th century
19. F R A N C K, Bernard. Collection de 124 carnets de bal du XVIIIe siècle formée par M. Bernard Franck a Paris
de l’année 1875 au 23 avril 1902.
Paris, Gerschel, Photographe, 1902. Large 4° (32.5 × 29 cm). With one full-page (27.5 × 23 cm) and 248 mounted
carbon print photographs (ca. 8.5–9 × 4.5–5.5 cm) on 63 leaves of thick hinged card board, and 4 preliminary letterpress text pages printed in red and black. Original dark green half morocco, with title in gold on front board
and spine, gilt edges.
€ 1500
Rare catalogue of the collection of dance card cases of Bernard Franck (1848–1924), a well-known collector of memorabilia from the
Napoleonic era. It shortly describes and displays both sides of 124 ornate eighteenth century jewelled cases to house dance cards issued
for royal and aristocratic balls. The catalogue was only produced in 20 copies, and the collection of cases was sold to J.P. Morgan
around 1910, who donated it to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1917.
While there appear to be a few copies, with a varying amount of photographs, the present copy is complete except for the full-page
portrait of Franck, and is otherwise identical to the copy in the BnF, including the binding. The bookblock is almost fully separated
from the front hinge and the spine is slightly rubbed, but the binding is still attractive. The photos and text are in very good condition.
☞ More on our website
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”one of the most renowned nineteenth-century photobooks”
20. F R I T H, Francis. Egypt and Palestine. Photographed and described.
London, James S. Virtue, [1858–1859]. 2 volumes. Folio (44.5 × 32.5 cm). With 76 photographs on plates by Francis
Frith (ca. 14.5–16.5 × 21.5–23 cm), each with a separate leaf of text. Contemporary red morocco, gold-tooled spines
and boards, marbled endpapers, gilt edges.
€ 40 000
First edition of an important early photobook on the Near East by one of the
greatest pioneers of early photography. From 1856 to 1859, Frith (1822–1898)
made three visits to Egypt and the Holy Land. He published this selection
of his photographs, from wet-collodion 9 × 7 inch glass negatives taken with
an 8-by-10 inch camera, in 25 fascicles of 3 prints each, a work hailed as “one
of the most renowned nineteenth-century photobooks” (The Photobook).
Most are dated 1857 either in the plate or the printed caption. They include
a portrait of the artist in oriental costume and views of Abu Simbel, Aswan,
Baalbek, Bethlehem, Damascus, Giza, Hebron, Jerusalem, Karnak, Luxor,
Nazareth, Philae, Tiberias, Wadi Kardassy etc. The preliminaries of vol. 1
include title, introduction, table of contents and subscribers, those of vol. 2
include title and contents. Each plate is accompanied by a full-page letterpress
description. “Francis Frith is undoubtedly one of the best-known photographers to work in the Near East. His trips to the Levant were a brilliant
commercial success as well as an artistic one” (Perez 163).
Modern bookplate of the German anthropologist Jasper Köcke. Some foxing
to blank margins, as well as to a few photographs, but otherwise in fine
condition. Bindings very slightly rubbed, hinges somewhat brittle, unobtrusive scuff-mark on front cover of vol. 2. Important original early photographs
of Egypt and the Holy Land in an attractive contemporary binding.
Blackmer 1942; Gernsheim, History 286; Van Haaften-White XII & XV; Hannavy 561; Perez,
Focus east 165; The photobook I, 28. ☞ More on our website
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Unique photographs
of the medical services
in the British Gold Coast
Colony (Ghana)
21. [G H A N A ]. [Photo album of
the British Gold Coast Colony in
the early 1910s, with an emphasis on
the medical services].
[Ghana, early 1910s]. 24.5 × 15.5 cm.
With 96 silver gelatin photographs
(7 × 9.5 cm), mounted in an album
and captioned in English below.
Contemporary blue cloth photo album.
€ 3850
Photograph album, by an unknown
photographer, of the British Gold Coast
Colony (modern Ghana) with a particular emphasis on the Colonial Medical
Service, suggesting that the photographer
was attached to the service. Although the
photographs have captions, they name no
time or any specific individual.
The largest part of the album contains
photographs of Sekondi and shows the
town’s hospital, the medical officer of
health’s office and bungalow, a medical
officer’s bungalow and several town and
street views. A set of 8 photographs
shows preparations for waterworks near
Sekondi, including a “site of the proposed
dam”, which would date the photographs
somewhere in the early 1910s, a group
portrait of the medical officer, engineers
and a foreman and local residents. There
are also views of Chama, Axim, Half
Assini, the railway station at Tarkwa,
Somanya, Kade and Anum and the old
Dutch fortresses at Accra, Cape Coast and
Sekondi. Daily life is visible in multiple
photographs and includes butchers and
refuse incinerators in Sekondi, a mail
carrier on the road to Chawa, fish ovens
and fishermen in Chama, a group of
children washing in Sekondi, a market
at Dodowa and a funeral procession in
Somanya.
Binding somewhat worn at the edges. In
good condition. A unique collection of
photographs of Ghana with a particular
emphasis on the medical services.
24 ll. Cf. Greenwood, ed., Beyond the state (2015).
☞ More on our website
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12 original photographs of the Leiden Hortus Botanicus in the 1860s
22. G O E D E L J E E, Jan. [Title on front cover:] Photographische gezichten in s’ Rijks Akademietuin te Leiden.
1866.
Leiden, 1866. Oblong 2°. 12 original photographic albumen prints (ca. 19.5 × 25 cm) with rounded corners, mounted
on paperboard leaves (30.5 × 37 cm), with tissue guard leaves. Contemporary blind-tooled green cloth with title in
gold on the front board, silk endpapers.
€ 4250
Twelve beautiful original photographic albumen prints taken in the Hortus Botanicus of Leiden University, the first botanical garden
in the Northern Netherlands, founded in 1590. The locations of many of the photographs are still recognizable, including most of
the buildings, “the bust near the bee-hives” and the Witte Singel (the canal next to the garden). Jan Goedeljee (1824–1905) began as
bookbinder in Leiden but from 1865 on he preferred to be known as photographer. He had a studio on the Hogewoerd and already
in 1866 he published this collection of 12 photographic albumen prints. Specializing also in portrait photography, including portraits
of members of the Royal family, he called himself ”Court photographer”.
With an owner’s inscription of Carsten H. Witte on the verso of the fly-leaf. Carsten Witte (1802–1881) was born in Schleswig
Holstein and moved to Rotterdam in 1820 where he became the first ”hortulanus” (conservator of the botanic gardens) in that city.
Front cover soiled, gilding of title partly damaged, corners bumped and with library label. Some foxing in paperboards; most of
the tissues – some lacking – frayed; some of the photographs are slightly faded, apparently as issued. Otherwise in good condition.
[12] ll. ☞ More on our website
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19th-century panorama of Mazatlán, Mexico
23. [M E X I CO]. G O N Z A L E Z, F.M. [Panoramic photograph overlooking Mazatlán].
[Mexico, ca. 1880–1900]. Albumen print (ca. 17 × 71 cm) in 3 parts with photographer’s credit in white in the
negative, mat mount. Pasted on heavily spotted and browned contemporary wove paper.
€ 2500
Fine panorama of Mazatlán, on the Pacific coast of Mexico showing the historical centre and harbour. By the mid-19th century
a large group of immigrants had arrived, developing Mazatlán into a thriving commercial seaport, importing equipment for the
nearby gold and silver mines.
Cf. Getty Research Institute, A nation emerges: 65 years of photography in Mexico (online research guide with photographs of Mexico from the mid-19th century
to the early 20th century from the special collections of the Getty Research Institute). ☞ More on our website
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19th-century Muiden and Laren
24. [G O O I – N E T H E R L A N D S]. Gezichten langs den Gooischen stoomtram.
[Amsterdam], E. van Elfrinkhoff, [ca. 1893]. (Ca. 22.5 × 17.5 cm). With the title-page and each of the 12 photographs (12 × 17 cm) pasted on paperboard (17 × 22 cm), the photographs with printed titles below. Contemporary
paperboard box.
€ 1250
Rare collection of charming views of Muiden and Laren, along the trail of a steam tram. The photographs of Laren include
Laarderhoog and the Hamdorff hotel (nowadays a restaurant); those of Muiden depict the Elsnerus cafe, the bathhouse, Muiderberg
and the castle (Muiderslot) and other sights.
With extensive manuscript notes on verso of the title-page by one of the first owners, who among other things writes that he bought
this collection at an Amsterdam auction of H.G. Bom in 1893.
The title-page cut horizontally below each of the six text lines with no loss or damage of words. In good condition.
☞ More on our website
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The statue of Kamehameha shortly after its unveiling, t
ogether with photographs of China, Indonesia, California and Egypt
25. [H AWA I I – C H I N A ]. [Lai F O N G (?), A C H A N , WO O D B U RY & PAG E , I.W. TA B E R and
Hippolyte A R N O U X]. [Collection of 12 photographs of China, Indonesia, the Hawaiian Islands, California
and Egypt].
Late 19th century. Albumen prints, ranging in size
from ca. 16.5 × 23 cm to 21 × 28 cm.
€ 2850
Collection of 12 vintage photographs from the late 19th
century showing China, Indonesia, the Hawaiian Islands,
California and Egypt. Of the 4 photographs of China, 2 show
Hong Kong, including one, possibly by the famous Chinese
photographer Lai Fong (ca. 1839–1890), showing Queen’s
Road Central. The two rarest photographs show several of the
7500 imperial examination cubicles in Canton (Guangzhou),
while a photograph by A Chan (Ya Zhen) shows the famous
five-story pagoda on Kun Yam Hill in 1870. The Indonesian
island Java can be seen on 3 photographs, including one of
lake Telaga Warna by the British firm Woodbury & Page,
based in Batavia (Jakarta). Taken further to the west, were
3 photographs of Hawaii, probably all taken in or near
Honolulu. A rare undated photograph of the statue of King
Kamehameha was taken probably right after the unveiling
ceremony in 1883, as it shows a small wooden fence around
the statue which can be seen in an illustration in The Graphic
(28 April 1883) but is absent from all later images. Of the
2 final images, one by Isaiah West Taber (1830–1912) shows
Midway Point in Monterey, California and the other, by
Hippolyte Arnoux (fl. 1860–1890), a group of Arabs and
camels waiting for the ferry near El Qantara in Egypt.
Most of the photographs are worn at the edges, with small
tears and folds and a few have small holes; one of the images
of Hawaii with a waterstain at the lower margin.
☞ More on our website
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Important diplomatic gift from the Indian head of Sirohi
to the highest British resident of Rajahstan
26. HERZOG, P.A. & P. HIGGINS (photos). [Title on front
cover:] The Abu album, 1895–96.
Mhow, Central India, Herzog & Higgins, 1896 (presented in 1904).
Oblong 2° (35 × 50 cm). With 43 gelatin silver photographs including one two-part panorama and a portrait of the Maharao of Sirohi.
All ca. 21 × 28 cm. Mounted on rectos and versos of thick card
album leaves, with protective tissue papers, with printed captions
pasted below. Contemporary blind-tooled morocco, title in gold
on front cover, gilt edges.
€ 12 500
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Important diplomatic presentation album with 43
photographs of Mount
Abu (Rajasthan) by BritishIndian photography duo
P.A. Herzog & P. Higgins.
The present album is hand
signed by the Maharao of
Sirohi, Sir Kaishri Singh-ji
Bahadur (1857–1920) and
dedicated to Colonel Robert
Henry Jennings (1839–1915),
Resident of the Western
Rajputana States. Maharao
Kaishri Singh ruled over
the Sirohi Princely State,
including Mount Abu,
from 1875 to 1920. Robert
Henry Jennings was an
important diplomat for the
British in the “Great Game”.
Mount Abu was the place
in Rajahstan where the elite
would come together, such
as the Maharao, colonel
Jennings and the prince of
Afghanistan. Jennings had
his residence there. It was a
hill station at a beautiful lake
on a mountain surrounded
by lush rainforest and a
cooler climate in summer.
The series of photographs
starts with a very high
quality, sharp and deep
portrait of Maharao Kaishri
Singh, after which a series
of attractive, high quality
photos follows, depicting
Jain temples, views of the
Adhar Devi Shrine, Abu
Club and Cricket ground
(the club was founded in 1872), the Lawrence School and the Railway School.
Little is known about the P.A. Herzog & P. Higgins photography firm in India. Herzog was an assistant to John Blees in Jabulpur,
who published an instructional manual on the subject. Both worked for Lala Deen Dayal and Johnson & Hoffman before opening
their own studio at Mhow (Central India) in 1894 and continued until 1921. As official photographers for many important events,
including official visits and Durbahs, they preserved an important record of the British Raj and were considered a very successful
commercial photographic studio.
With a manuscript presentation inscription in ink on front endpaper: “Presented by His highness Sir Kaishreesingji Bahadur,
G.C.I.E.K.C.S.I. maha Rao of Sirohi, Rajpulana to Col. R.H. Jennings, R.E.C.S.I., Resident N.R. States, in token of his friendship
and cordial relations with the state. Dp. Sirohi, 25th January 1904 – Kaishree Singh”.
Spine detached but retained, covers heavily rubbed.
[22] ll. For Herzog & Higgins see: John Falconer, A biographical dictionary of 19th century photographers in South and South-East Asia; Commercial, India,
Mhow, 1894–1921; for the Maharao of Sirohi see: www.indianrajputs.com. ☞ More on our website
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Wonderful large crisp photos of Russian race horses
27. [H O R S E S – RU S S I A]. [12 photographs of race horses].
[Russia, ca. 1900]. Each photo ca. 27 × 37 cm. Pasted on cardboard.

€ 5000

Series of 12 fine, large and sharp photographs of Russian race horses. Pasted below each photo, a slip with text written in cyrillic
script names the horse, owner, pedigree and breed of horse in the photograph. Each horse is accompanied by a man holding the
reins, dressed in possibly a matching costume. They were all photographed at the same track in the yard of what seems to be a palace.
The names of the horses are: Prezes, Jako, Velizarij, Fanfara, Taran, Lenta, Mon Barry, Karina, Lusty, Nord-Ost, Lena and Forteca.
With a blind stamped signature of the photographer, (unidentified by us). Paperboard supports slightly warped. One photo with a
minor tear, otherwise all in very good condition.
☞ More on our website
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Unique photo album of a hunting club in British India,
including photographs of the first flight of the Indian Transcontinental Airways
28. [I N D I A – H U N T I N G]. [Photograph album showing hunting society in Britsh India].
[Cambridge, Mumbai, New Delhi], Scott & Wilkinson, Clifton & Co, Hamilton Studios and Kinsey Bros., [ca.
1933–1935]. With 105 photographs mounted in the album (ranging from 16 × 28 cm to 4 × 6 cm), 2 photographs
loosely inserted and a watercolour mounted at the back (11.5 × 21 cm). Oblong half morocco photograph album
by W. Johnson & sons, London.
€ 9500
Unique photograph album showcasing the vigorous “fox” hunting scene in British India in the early 1930s, particularly around
Delhi. Most of the photographs show members of the British upper class in India often mounted on horses or posing for a group
photograph and accompanied by hounds. The album contains no titles, captions or inscriptions and the photographs do not seem
to figure recurring individuals, which suggests that it was probably compiled to commemorate the hunting and or riding club and
its activities in the early 1930s. Numerous photographs show groups of mostly men posing with hounds, at lunches and possibly a
hunt ball, or mounted on horses at jumping events and even a few cup trophies. The very first photograph is by Scott & Wilkinson
in Cambridge (active before 1933) and was therefore probably taken in England. The other inscribed photographs are by Clifton &
Co. and Hamilton Studios from Bombay and Kinsey Bros., which started in New Delhi in 1935.
British life in India mirrored
life in native Britain and
included popular equestrian
activities such as hunting.
Starting in the second half of
the 19th century, foxhounds
were imported from Britain
and subsequently bred in
India. Regiments and brigades
kept their own packs, but at
the beginning of the 20th
century, these had morphed
into local hunts. Hounds
were kept at over 12 hunting
clubs, which included Delhi,
Meerut, Narbuda Vale, Jaora,
Poona, Bombay, Bangalore,
Ooty, Madras, Lahore,
Quetta, Peshawar and Karachi.
Although the Indian silver fox
was sometimes hunted, the
most common prey was the
golden jackal.
A different type of hunting popular in India was pig sticking: the chase of a wild boar on horseback with the spear. Several photographs in the album show pig sticking parties, either posing or in action and sometimes accompanied by spectators on elephants. In
contrast to the jackal-hunt parties, the pigstick groups are composed of more military looking men and also include Indian men as
opposed to the British-only hound groups.
Most photographs show the area around Delhi and include a hunt near Shah Alam’s Tomb. A photograph of this event is loosely
inserted in the album and dated 1933/34 on the back. Other photographs show the Rashtrapati Bhavan one group shows the Earl
(later Marquess) of Willingdon, India’s Governor-General from 1931 to 1936. Two images show the monumental Gateway of India
(completed in 1924) in Bombay (Mumbai), which can also be seen in an aerial photograph. Several photographs show what is probably
the airfield at Karachi, as it shows two airplanes loading mail on apparently the first voyage of the Indian Transcontinental Airways.
Imperial Airways liner “Hanno”, departing from Croydon, had left for Karachi on 1 July 1933 via Bahrain and Sharjah. In Karachi
the cargo was transferred to the Transcontinental airliner “Arethusa”, as can be seen on the photographs.
It is unclear why only half of the album was used. It is possible the compiler transferred to Kut in British Mesopotamia (Kut al-Imara
in modern Iraq). A watercolour on the final page of the album is captioned “A river bank north of Kut”.
Binding slightly rubbed and worn at the edges. Album leaves foxed throughout but most of the photographs in very good condition.
The paper of the large photograph of the group near Shah Alam’s Tomb is heavily damaged at the top and left side, but the image
itself is undamaged. A unique collection of British-Indian hunting photographs in very good condition.
53 ll. Cf. Hamid, “Riding with the Peshawar Vale hunt” (thefridaytimes.com); Hunt, “Delhi”, in: Ten cities that made an empire; “1933 Eastwards: Karachi to
Calcutta” (indianairmails.com); Lucas, Hunt and working terriers, pp. 116–120; Mitter, et al., The artful pose. ☞ More on our website
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First-hand account of the British military in India’s Northwest
29. [I N D I A]. [W. R A H N (photographer).] [Album with photographs of the Tirah Expedition].
Including:
– Key [manuscript identifying sitters in 1 photograph in the album]. 2 loose leaves.
– [Manuscript list of captions to 10 photographs in the album]. 1 leaf.
Kirkee (Pune, India), Sappers and Miners’ Press, [1898]. Folio album (40 × 33 cm). A photo album with 53 photographic prints on 12 paperboard leaves, hinged to stubs with 3 cords. Including 9 large albumen prints from
21 × 26.5 cm to 13.5 × 29 cm, 43 gelatin silver prints from 12 × 18 cm. to 9 × 10.5 cm., and a loosely inserted large
albumen print 21 × 28.5 cm on a similar paperboard support. Contemporary cloth with closing straps. Manuscripts
loosely inserted in the album.
With: (2) PA R K, Superintendent. 1898. Catalogue of photographs by Sergeant A.J. Clarke R.E. taken during
Tirah Expedition, 1897–1898.
[Kirkee (Pune, India), Sappers and Miners’ Press, 1898]. Small 2° (22 × 14.5 cm), [4] pp. With a lithographed title-page. Loosely inserted in the album.
€ 8750
Collection of photographs taken by a British
Indian Army officer who
served in the Peshawar
Column during the
Tirah Expedition in the
Northwest Frontier of India
from June 1897 to April
1898, including a manuscript “Key” that identifies
seven British officers that
are in the first photo of the
album and a list of captions
to 10 photos in the album.
The Tirah Expedition was
aimed against the Afridi
and Orakzai tribes in
British India’s Northwest
Frontier (modern-day
Khyber Pashtunkhwa
province of Pakistan).
One of many Northwest
Frontier campaigns of
British India, the Tirah campaign concentrated on the area west and south of Peshawar, in the mountainous region between the
valleys of the Bara and Kohat Rivers. The album primarily documents the actions of the Tirah field force’s Peshawar Column under
command of Brigadier-General Arthur George Hammond (1843–1919), which followed the route of the Bara Valley.
The present photo album contains 8 large albumen photos documenting the movement of the Peshawar Column. The large photos
were taken by W. Rahn, according to the memoirs of Peshawar Column officer Richard Thomsett, “we had a photographer named
Rahn with the column, and he accompanied us until we arrived at Ali Masjid in December [1897], when an accident necessitated
his returning to India. Rahn was a German who had come out to the East some twenty years before and seemed to be ubiquitous,
for wherever we were, there he was with his camera ready, and I must say he took some very excellent pictures”.
The present album also includes 43 smaller gelatin photos, with manuscript captions for 10 of them on a small piece of paper, perfectly
describing the photos on leaves 5 and 9 of the album. The album is supplemented with a rare 4-page brochure, no doubt produced
in a small print-run, that lists 99 photos. About 20 have been marked by hand in pencil, probably by the album’s compiler. The
brochure indicates that the present photos could be purchased from the Bombay Sappers and Miners.
8 of the large photos have contemporary manuscript captions in ink on the mounts. 2 marks on the front paste-down reading
“photographs by British Royal Engineers. Tirah Expedition 1897–1898”, [North India]. Binding slightly rubbed on extremities, the
original 5 cords replaced with 3 new black cords, hinged to stubs . A few images mildly faded. The additional manuscript leaves foxed
and worn. Otherwise in good condition.
The navy and army illustrated, V, no. 53, 24 December 1897, pp. 150–152 (4 of the 8 large photographs) & no. 57, 18 February 1898, p. 275; R.G. Thomsett, With
the Peshawar olumn. Tirah expeditionary force, London, 1899, pp. 103–104. ☞ More on our website
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Photographic impression of middle class life in England and the military in Iraq
30. [I R AQ – E N G L A N D]. Life in England and Military Snap Shots in Iraq and Turkey, 1912–1920.
4°. Approximately 120 mounted (usually 2–4 to a page) snap shots ranging in size from 60 × 40 mm to 120 × 100
mm. Brief captions in black ink under almost all the photos. 1/4 leather album.
€ 850

The first half of the photos show middle class life in Edwardian England. The second, and more interesting half of the photos are
snap shots that appear to have been taken by a British officer and include military subjects, scenes of Baghdad and the Euphrates,
and views of the Bosporus.
An early 19th century photograpic impression of middle class life in England and the military in Iraq
Some photos are faded or have minor spots or light streaks. Wretched-looking lacking backstrip, with covers worn, discolored, and
detached.
☞ More on our website
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Spectacular collection of 133 magnificent original Woodbury & Page photographs
of Java and Sumatra, the most important islands of the Dutch East Indies
31. [J AVA – S U M AT R A]. Souvenir des Indies (Java and West Sumatra).
Batavia, Woodbury & Page, 1865–1885. 3 albums (34 × 46 x 5.5 cm; photographs ca. 19.5 × 24.5 cm). 33 original
photographs (numbered in pencil), all albumen prints (ca. 190–200 × 230–250 mm), mounted on thin paperboard
leaves (42.5 × 31 cm) with gilt edges. Stored in 3 contemporary book-shaped boxes. A few annotations in pencil on
the back of some photographs.
€ 22 500
The 3 boxes, containing 133 photographs, form one of the rare choice collections that were sold to individual buyers who could select
photographs at the famous studio of Woodbury & Page – established at Rijswijkstraat, Batavia (now Jakarta) – to be stored in boxes
or albums with titles like “Vues de Java”, “Vues des Indes”, “Gezigten van Batavia” (sold as standard collections of 16 photographs
in an album), etc.
The collection contains 27 photographs of Batavia and surroundings, including Woodbury & Page’s best-known view, showing
the place where travellers disembarked after their long journey, further the Amsterdam Poort, Molenvliet, China town, Hotel der
Nederlanden, Prapatan area, Waterlooplein, Weltevreden, Meester Cornelis and the road to Buitenzorg (Bogor), also including
portraits of the famous painter Raden Saleh and his wife, and his mansion. Also present are 19 photographs of the “Grote Postweg”
from Bogor, via the Puntjak pass, Sindanglaya, and Tjiandjur, to Bandung, including views of Sindanglaya, Tjiandjur (Ciandjur)
and the country house of the Governor-General at Tjipanas. Next to these photographs, the collection holds 8 photographs of the
Preanger: Sukabumi and south coast, 11 photographs of Bandung and surroundings, including the houses of the Regent and the
Resident, the “Sociëteit” (Clubhouse) and the Mosque, 24 photographs of the road from Bandung, via Sindanglaya and Garut to
Sumedang, including the tea plantation Waspada (owner: K.F. Holle), near Garut; and 12 photographs of Sumedang, Pakalongan
and Semarang.
Some light marginal foxing (not affecting the photographs), 2 hinges weak and the inner lining of the boxes soiled in places, but
still in very good condition.
Scott Merrillees, Batavia in nineteenth century photographs (2000); John Bloom, “Woodbury and Page: photographers of the old order”, in: Toward independence:
a century of Indonesia photographed (1991). ☞ More on our website
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Photographic portrait of future King Saud of Saudi Arabia,
with very high quality colouring turning it largely into a painting
32. L A FAY E T T E S T U D I O. [Crown Prince Saud bin Abdulaziz Al Saud of Saudi Arabia].
[London, 1935]. Matt silver print (ca. 28 × 36 cm), watercolour, pastel, gouache and oil paint. Mounted on paper in a
passe-partout. Signed “Lafayette” in pencil on the mount. In a wooden frame (ca. 53 × 64 cm), under glass. € 35 000
Impressively coloured photographic portrait of the Saudi crown prince Saud (1902–1969), by the eminent London photographic
studio Lafayette. Prince Saud, the future King Saud of Saudi Arabia, had been appointed crown prince in 1933 and fought in the 1934
war against Yemen. After the war his father encouraged him to travel abroad, and over the next few years he visited Saudi-Arabia’s
neighbours, Europe and the United States. While in London, Prince Saud had his portrait taken by the Lafayette studio, originally
established in Dublin in 1880. It is no coincidence that Prince Saud chose a firm that had photographed numerous emperors, kings,
sultans, earls, early movie stars, etc. The firm would also provide hand coloured prints on request, and the current photograph is an
example of the very high quality they provided. The photograph of Prince Saud was coloured by painting over the photograph with
watercolours and pastel. A subsequent treatment made it possible to use tiny drops of oil paint to highlight the gold trimming on
his robe, the jewels and pearls on his sword and the small lights in his eyes.
In very good condition, with only very minor craquelure. A colour portrait of the future King Saud of Arabia: a photograph enhanced
by an expert painter, from the leading British firm for the genre.
For Lafayette: Russell Harris, Narrated in calm prose. ☞ More on our website
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Unique collection of Paris fashion photographs from the 1910s,
possibly modelled by the famous actress Régina Badet
33. M A N U E L, Henri. [Collection of 33 Paris fashion photographs from the 1910s].
Paris, Henri Manuel, [ca. 1910/20]. 33 albumen prints , 3 oval (ca. 19 × 15 cm) and 30 rectangular (ca. 27 × 16 cm),
including 5 duplicates (with tint variations). The faces on two of the photographs are lightly tinted. Each photograph
is mounted on a sheet of paper and signed in pencil “Henri Manuel Paris”. Three photographs are also signed in
the plate.
€ 3950
Collection of early fashion photographs by the renowned Parisian photographer Henri Manuel. Each shows a model before a studio
background (showing a columned hall or various outdoor settings). Taken in the 1910s, the photographs show the changing fashions
of the era: orientalist influences, the changes from the long narrow skirt into the war crinoline silhouette, the rise upwards of the
hemline and even a pair of trousers worn under a skirt. The collection also includes several photographs showing fur-lined overcoats
and military inspired velvet caps.
Although the photographs bear no captions, one is stamped and inscribed on the back (visible when held up in front of a light source,
as the photograph is mounted on a sheet of paper) showing clothing by the maison Lieser & Michels.
Henri Manuel (1874–1947) and his brother Gaston opened a photography studio in Paris in 1910, and Henri quickly became one of
the most sought after portrait and fashion photographers. After the brothers separated in about 1913, Henri continued the business
and became the official photographer for the French government. Over the next two decades he worked for over 30 different fashion
magazines and photographed for Chanel, Lanvin, Patou, Poiret, Schiaparelli and others. He sold studio in 1941 and most of his
photographic plates were destroyed in 1945.
Some photographs with a few spots. Some paper mounts frayed and soiled or spotted but most quite neat and all photographs in
very good condition.
Denoyelle, “Le studio Henri Manuel et le ministère de la Justice”, in: Yvorel & Basdevant (eds.), Images de l’enfance et de la jeunesse “irrégulières”, pp. 127–143.
☞ More on our website
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Tea and its cultivation in Asam and Ceylon investigated:
presentation copy, with 22 original albumen prints
34. [C EY LO N – T E A]. N E TS C H E R, H.J.Th., and Alexander Albert H O L L E. Verslag eener reis naar
de thee-districten van Britsch-Indie en Ceylon ondernomen door de heeren H.J.Th. Netscher en A.A. Holle in
opdracht van de Cultuur Maatschappij Parakan-Salak.
Including: Harold Hart M A N N. Het ferment in het theeblad en zijne verhouding tot de hoedanigheid der thee.
Batavia, G. Kolff & Co., 1903. 2 works in 1 volume. Folio. With 1 engraved double-page plate, 4 lithographed
colour-plates and 22 albumen photographs with guard leaves containing text. Contemporary brown cloth, title in
gold, decorated endpapers.
€ 4850
Rare first and only edition of a report on the investigation of tea cultivation and production in Assam (India) and Ceylon. The Dutch
cultural association “Cultuur Maatschappij” in Palakan-Salak asked H.J.Th. Netscher and Alexander Albert Holle to investigate the
Assam and Ceylon tea cultivation and production with regard to the economic position of Java tea in the world market. Netscher and
Holle had their investigations on tea cultivation and culture in British India and Ceylon printed but never put them on the market,
merely giving some copies to parties concerned with the tea industry. They gave the present copy to Norbert Pieter van den Berg, head
agent of the Dutch East Indian commercial bank at Batavia and president of the Javanese bank. The report discusses various aspects of
tea and its cultivation, including the geographic dissemination, different kinds of tea seeds, the conservation of tea seeds, the process
of drying tea leaves and the arrangement of tea factories. But the book also describes some remarkable things that caught Netscher
and Holle’s attention of during their journey. They write, for example, about sugar and elephants. Nevertheless, the main purpose
of their report was to gather information on British-Indian tea cultivation, especially regarding competion on the world market.
The 22 albumen photographs in the present copy, inserted through the whole book, show mainly the tea gardens of Assam and Ceylon,
but also elephants and landscapes Netscher and Holle saw on their journey. A sign for that at least some of these photographs are
contemporary is that they refer to their own train on one of the pictures. These pictures give this extensive and important report on
tea cultivation enriching insights into the tea cultivation in British-India and Ceylon ca. 1900.
Presentation copy from the Cultuur Maatschappij Parakan-Salak to Norbert Pieter van den Berg, with some bolts at the end of the
book unopened. Head and foot of spine slightly rubbed, corners bumped, some stains on the boards. Slightly browned, not affecting
the text, otherwise in very good condition.
[2], 93, [1] pp. WorldCat (9 copies, not noting the albumen prints); for Netscher & Holle: All about tea, p. 128; Performing otherness: Java and Bali on international
stages, 1905–1952, p. 15; for Norbert Pieter van den Berg: Biographisch woordenboek der Noord – en Zuidnederlandsche letterkunde, pp. 55–56. ☞ More on our website
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Portraits of Maori and views of New Zealand and Tasmania
35. [N EW Z E A L A N D – TA S M A N I A]. [Collection of 18 photographs of New Zealand and Tasmania].
[New Zealand, ca. 1890]. Including 13 Maori portraits, 4 albumen prints of Hobart and locality, a loose albumen
print of the North Shore Native and Aquatic Regatta at Auckland in 1898.
€ 3000
Collection of photographs, mainly albumen prints, showing 13 Maori portraits in full feather dress and 5 views of New Zealand and
Tasmania. Included are i.a.:
– Native girl. (Full-length portrait of a standing Maori girl).
– (Photograph of a pinned down photo with a portrait of a standing Maori girl).
– Chieftains of Hono Hono, Kinikaiahi (A half-length portrait of a standing Maori in front of wood-carved statue and a half-length
portrait of a standing Maori with carved fan).
– (2 full-length portraits of Maori couples).
– Native boy. (Portrait of a Maori boy with feather in hair).
– A Maori beauty. (Portrait of a Maori girl with large neck-lace & pendant).
In good condition.
☞ More on our website
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Collection of collotype views showing the waters and the architecture
of the delightful city of Venice
36. O N G A N I A, Ferdinando (ed.). Calli e canali e isole della laguna [frontispiece: “Calli et canali in Venezia”].
Venice, Tipografia Emiliana, 1894–1895. Imperial 2° (ca. 55 × 37 cm). With a lithographed frontispiece showing a
gondola in a Venice canal and 100 colletypes of the Venice canals, streets and buildings, mounted on guards and
covered with flyleaves, index printed in red and black. Original publisher’s half brown sheepskin, beige cloth sides
with blind-tooled frame on the front and back board and with a centrepiece with a boat in the lagoon of Venice
and the gold-stamped title and author’s name on the front board.
€ 2500
1895 edition of the first volume of Ongania’s collection of collotype views of Venice in an impressive imperial folio format and in the
original publisher’s binding. Its Venetian publisher and bookseller Ferdinando Ongania (1842–1911) was especially known for using the
latest photographic techniques and the clarity of the collotypes in his publications. This series of views shows the canals, waterways
and the lagoon of Venice, but also remarkable places such as the Piazza San Marco, the Palazzo Ducale, the Ponte dei Sospiri and
the Canal Grande. But Ongania didn’t show only the city’s majestic sights, boats and gondolas: he also shows the ordinariness and
serenity of 19th-century Venice, sharply contrasting the tourist attraction Venice has become today.
The present first volume of Ongania’s collection was already issued in 1891 under the title Calli et canali in Venezia, also containing
100 plates, particularly of the main island of Venice. Several issues of this work followed, including the present one. Its great success
also led to a second part, issued with the same title Calli e canali e isole della laguna with 100 new collotypes of the Venetian minor
islands, issued in the same years.
Binding slightly worn, especially around the spine. Flyleaves slightly frayed, some foxing on all the plates, but otherwise a beautiful
19th-century collection of collotype views of Venice.
[6] including the frontispiece, plus 100 collotypes. ☞ More on our website
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Military expedition in the Nortwest Frontier of British India
37. [PA K I S TA N]. G.W. C U RT I S (compiler). [Album of photographs documenting a British military tour
on the Northwest Frontier].
Waziristan/Pakistan, 1923–1925. 4° album (22.5 × 17.5 cm). With 97 black & white photographs (each ca. 11 × 6.5
cm) inserted in “frames” on 24 paperboard leaves, with 2 “frames” on each page (1 frame has 2 photos in it). Contemporary cloth.
€ 3750
Unique album with 97 photographs, compiled in Rawalpindi
(Islamabad) by British Corporal
G.W. Curtis during his service as
“no. 2 wireless boy” in Waziristan,
Pakistan from at least 1923 to
around the time of Pink’s War
(March to May 1925).
In the 1920s the British and Indians
conducted military campaigns
against tribesmen in and around
Waziristan. At one point a
permanent garrison of British
troops was maintained in the
region, at Razmak. Pink’s War was
a bombardment campaign carried
out by the RAF against the Mahsud
tribesmen in South Waziristan in
the spring of 1925. Images include
pack stations, military transports, wireless equipment, tented
military camps, soldiers crossing
the River Indus, a ferry crossing
in 1923, soldiers posed in deep
snow, barracks and other soldiers’
quarters, aircraft, transport by
horse, camel, elephant and cart; as
well as soldiers at leisure – riding
bicycles, at a beach and at a zoo.
One image depicts an airplane
crash at Razmak. Only one aircraft
was lost during Pink’s War, so this
may well be a rare photo of it. Some
of the places shown include Tauda
China, Pakistan; Rawalpindi,
Pakistan; Bannu City, Waziristan;
and Murree, a hill station in
Pakistan. Military stations were
positioned at Damdil, Bannu, and
Razmak. Many images of local
scenes, including people grinding
corn and washing clothes, a bazaar,
soldier’s home, dairy farm, football
field, city scenes of Rawalpindi, Murree and Bannu, and more.
Owner’s inscription on the front pastedown: “C[or]p[ora]l. G.W. Curtis, no. 2 wireless boy Rawalpindi”. With manuscript captions
below most photographs describing the scene. 22 of the photographs are somewhat faded, otherwise all in very good condition.
Back cover spotted, corners rubbed.
[48] pp. with 97 photographs. ☞ More on our website
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Photographs and negatives of surgical procedures,
including images of three prominent female gynaecologists
38. QU I L L I A M, Andrew. An abridged collection of photographs, taken in various departments of some of the
hospitals which I have attended whilst a student 1940–43.
[England], 1940–1943. With 137 gelatin silver prints (including many repeats) and 161 celluloid negatives, most of
them measuring ca. 5.5 × 8 cm, but some larger formats. Five albums of varying sizes with photographs, one box
with some loosely inserted photographs and 2 albums with negatives.
€ 5000
Large collection of photographs and negatives of
surgeries at several hospitals during the Second World
War, taken by the medical student Andrew Quilliam
(d. 2008), who would become lecturer in anatomy and
embryology at University College London. Among
the photographs are several showing three prominent
female obstetricians and gynaecologists performing
surgical operations: Josephine Barnes (1912–1999),
Dr. Gertrude Dearnley (1884–1982), who founded the
Fertility Clinic at the Royal Free Hospital in London
(the first in London), and Gladys Dodds (1898–1982),
who wrote the book Gynaecology for nurses (1946) and
later worked in Hong Kong for the Family Planning
Association. In one album all the photographs are
captioned, mentioning the wide variety of operations
that take place, often also mentioning the performing
doctor. The negatives are inserted in two small albums,
which open with a few pages mentioning briefly the
content of the majority of the negatives.
One album with most of its photographs removed
(perhaps now included in the box with loose photographs). The loose photographs slightly curved.
Otherwise in very good condition.
☞ More on our website
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275 photographic views and portraits, mostly made in Iraq 1928 to 1933
39. [I R AQ]. R EY N I S H, William. Views, scenes, monuments, airplanes, military vehicles, British troops and
local inhabitants.
[Iraq (plus Malta and Egypt), ca. 1928–ca. 1933]. Two oblong albums (25 × 34.5 cm & 21.5 × 28.5 cm) containing
about 275 silver halide photographic gelatin prints (6 × 8.5 cm to 16 × 21.5 cm). Contemporary cloth, the larger
with padded boards covered in alligator-skin patterned dark green cloth; the smaller covered in black cloth with a
grey-white bird.
€ 8500
A collection of about 275 photographs made by an RAF pilot,
Sergeant William Reynish, during
his service in Iraq ca. 1928–1933 and
Malta 1933, and during a brief visit
to Egypt. Most have captions written
on the album leaves clearly identifying the scenes. Some photos show
scenes of daily life in Iraq (Bagdad,
Hinaidi, Mosul and other cities, as
well as the surrounding countryside)
with local people, shops, buildings,
landscapes, ruins, monuments, etc.
Others show the British troops and
their activities, vehicles, airplanes
(including crashed ones), etc. The
portraits include an unidentified
sheik with a falcon and an Arabic
man smoking a hookha water pipe.
The Kurdish Sheik Mahmud Barzanji
of Sulaimaniyah, rebelled against the
Iraqi army around June 1930 but the
RAF bombed his people’s villages
from September 1930 to April 1931,
when he finally surrendered to
Major W.C.F.A. Wilson, administrative inspector at Mosul. Several
photographs cover the sheik and his
surrender.
The surviving corner mounts show
that three photographs have been
removed from the album. A few
photographs are slightly blurry or
faded, but most are very sharp and
in very good condition. The inside
front hinge of one album has broken,
but the albums are otherwise in good
condition. A wealth of informative
images from pre-War Iraq, most
clearly identified in the captions.
☞ More on our website
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5 original glass lantern slides with the earliest photographs of Mecca and Medina
40. SADIQ BEY, Muhammad, Christiaan SNOUCK HURGRONJE and Al-Sayyid ‘Abd al-GHAFFÂR.
[5 photographic lantern slides of Mecca and Medina (silver gelatin glass positives), taken in the years 1880 to 1889].
Stuttgart, Lichtbilderverlag Theodor Benzinger, [ca. 1910]. 5 glass positive lantern slides (8.5 × 10 cm), each with a
black paper mask, paper tape around the edges, a letterpress slip at the foot giving the publisher’s name and city,
and a slip at the head with the manuscript title. Kept in a contemporary purpose-made wooden box with brass
fittings, with the word “Mekka” on the top of the hinged lid.
€ 35 000

Five of the earliest and best photographs of Mecca and Medina, beautifully preserved as silver gelatin glass plates, including the
first photograph of the Ka’ba in Mecca’s Masjid al-Haram (Great Mosque). Two of the photographs were taken by the first person
to photograph Mecca and Medina, the Egyptian Colonel Muhammad Sadiq Bey (1832–1902), who made them in 1880 for the
Ottoman Sultan Abdülhamid II. The others were taken by the first European to photograph Mecca, Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje,
and Al-Sayyid ‘Abd al-Ghaffâr, who worked closely with him. Snouck Hurgronje (1857–1936), one of the greatest pioneering Dutch
Arabists, converted to Islam and lived in Mecca from January to about July 1885. The photographs by these three men are best known
and most often reproduced from the published collotype facsimiles, and the rare surviving early albumin prints are usually faded
and often otherwise in bad condition. The present five plates, sold as lantern slides for magic lantern presentations, are therefore of
the greatest importance as well-preserved high quality images of these famous photographs, providing the best early images of the
mosques of Mecca and Medina.
All five slides are in very good condition, with only a bit of dust and
an occasional smudge on the glass.
They show:
1) The Masjid al-Haram in Mecca (the Great Mosque)
2) A closer view of the Ka’ba in Mecca
3) A portrait of an unidentified Mu’ezzin in Mecca
4) A portrait of an unidentified East Indian pilgrim
5) The al-Masjid an-Nabawi in Medina (the Prophet’s Mosque)
Cf. D. v.d. Wal, Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje (2011); J. J. Witkam, new introduction
to the 2007 reprint of the 1931 English translation of Hurgronje, Mekka. ☞ More on
our website
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Photograph album showing trotting
41. S C H N A E B E L I, H. [Binding title:] Album des Trabrenn-Sport.
Berlin, H. Schnaebeli & Co, 1879. Oblong 8° (33 × 26.5 cm) album with 16 original albumen prints (ca. 20.5 × 15
cm), mounted on paperboard. Original richly decorated cloth. Title on front cover: “Album des Trabrenn-Sport.
H. Schnaebeli & Co. Hof-Photographen u. Kunstverlag. Berlin Unter den Linden 30”.
€ 8500

Fine album of original albumen prints depicting trotting. All horses and jockeys are identified in handwriting on the opposite page.
1 Cremien. 2. Lump. schw. H. v. Lump a. d. Nelly Parker. Züchter u. Bes. Gestüt Mariahall. 3. Mazeppa. Fahrer J. W. Raymer. 4.
anon. 5. France’s Alexander. Schwarzer Hengst v. Ben Patschen a. d. Jenny Martin. Besitzer Gestüt Mariahall. 6. Lynwood. SchimmelHengst v. Clinker a. d. Belton Maid. Besitzer. Berliner Trabrenn-Verein. 7. Sunol. Braune Stute v. Electioneer a. d. Wazana. Besitzer
Rob. Bronner. 8. Djelowaja. Schimmel-Stute v. Atlasnuyi a. d. Delni. Besitzer und Fahrer Herr G. Barthels. 9. Blue belle. FuchsStute v. Blue Bull. Besitzer: Gestüt Mariahall. Trainer u. Fahrer L. Raymer. 10. Polly. Braune Stute v. Hamdallah a. d. Belle. Besitzer:
Herr Ehrich. Trainer u. Fahrer Joe Raymer. 11. Tiger. F. H. gez. in Russland 1873 v. Stroining a. d. Saszita. Besitzer: Albas Singer in
Wien. 12. Lumpazius. br. H. v. Lump a. d. Addre E. C. Züchter u. Bes. Gestüt Mariahall. 13. Sametz. 14. Maud. S. Fuchs-Stute v.
Harlod a. d. Miss Russell. 15. Ledenaja. Fahrer J. W. Raymer. 16. Jersey Thorne brauner Hengst v. Thorndale a. d. Martha, Besitzer
Mr. Wilson. – Most photographs signed in the negative (“H. Schnaebeli”); one dated 1879. Very early example of an album illustrating horses, horsemanship and trotting. Extremely scarce: we were unable to trace another copy in any public library according
to Worldcat and KVK; not in JAP or ABPC.
Binding a bit discoloured, otherwise very well preserved. Boards show some browning and foxing; albumen prints in very good
condition.
☞ More on our website
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Original photographic albumen prints and cyanotypes of Egypt & Switzerland ca. 1890
42. S É B A H, Pascal, and others. [Photograph album with views of Egypt and Switzerland].
Egypt and Switzerland, [1880s–1890s]. 4° (29.5 × 23.5 cm). 50 photographs of Egypt (albumen prints and cyanotypes)
and approximately 40 albumen prints of Switzerland. Contemporary black half morocco.
€ 6500
Impressively presented series of original photographs taken at various important sites and cities in Egypt, including Giza, Thebes,
Karnak, Luxor, Abydos, Esna and others. They show archaeological sites like the temple of Seti I at Abydos, the precinct of Ahmen-Rah
near Luxor, the Avenue of Sphinxes at Karnak, the Ramesseum and the Colossi at Thebes, the temple of Khnum at Esna, the Sphinx
and pyramids of Giza and many more. Other photographs show the local population, engaged in a wide variety of activities, such
as catching crocodiles on the nile, a Luxor barber shaving the head of a sailor, or life in a Bedouin camp in the Libyan Desert. The
Istanbul-based Sebah studio catered to the Western European interest in the exotic “orient” and the growing numbers of tourists
visiting the Islamic world who wished to take home images of the city, ancient ruins in the surrounding area, portraits, and local
people in traditional costumes. “Sebah rose to prominence because of his well-organized compositions, careful lighting, effective
posing, attractive models, great attention to detail, and for the excellent print quality” (Saretzky). When Pascal Sébah (1823–1886)
died, his son Jean Sébah (1876–1947) took over the studio and signed his productions “J. P. Sebah” on the negative, putting his initial
in front of his father’s.
Some spotting and fading, binding worn. Otherwise in good condition.
Cf. for Sébah: Saretzky, Photo history. ☞ More on our website
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Collection of various photographs of Egypt, 1860s–1910s
43. SEBAH, Pascal, LEHNERT & L ANDROCK, Wilhelm HAMMERSCHMIDT, SCHROEDER
& Cie and Enrico VA N L I N T. [Photographs, mostly of Egypt].
[Egypt and elsewhere], [ca. 1860–ca. 1914]. With 9 carte de visite albumen prints (ca. 8.5 × 5.5 cm) by Hammerschmidt and Van Lint, two albumen prints (9.5 × 12.5 cm) by Sébah mounted on paper, one silver gelatin print
(8.5 × 11.5 cm) by Lehnert & Landrock and one silver gelatin print (27 × 21 cm) by Schroeder & Cie in a passepartout.

€ 1950

Collection of early photographs of North-Africa and the Middle East by several photographers who had worked in the region. The
main part of this collection consists of carte de visite portraits by Wilhelm Hammerschmidt (ca. 1830–1869), from the 1860s. Most
of them show Egyptians, including a porter carrying a large chest on his back and a blind man. Three outdoor photographs show
a group of men, one holding a pipe almost as long as himself, a camel rider and two camels in profile. Two larger photographs by
the firm of Pascal Sébah from Istanbul, date from the 1870s or 1880s and show a caravan halting in the desert. Of later date is the
single image by the photographic duo Lehnert & Landrock, who worked in Tunis in 1904–1914. Their picture, which was popularly
used in picture postcards, shows a small group overlooking an oasis near Tripoli. The largest and most artistic photograph is by the
Swiss firm Schroeder & Cie and dates from the 1880s. This striking image shows the Mosque of Muhammad Ali in Cairo, with the
crumbling remains of a rock and wall acting as repoussoir and a figure at the front watching from the shade. A strange stowaway in
this collection is a single carte de visite by the Italian photographer Enrico Van Lint (1829–1882), of “Galileo’s Lamp”, the bronze
lamp which Vincenzo Possenti created after a drawing by Leon-Battista Alberti in 1587 for the Pisa Cathedral.
With 4 of the cartes de visite labelled on the back and one stamped with a name; the paper of the Sebáh photograph with an inscription
in English and the Schroeder with an inscription on the back. Some of the sheets or cards on which the photographs are mounted
are somewhat tattered at the edges and the cartes de visite have probably been trimmed. Photograph by Lehnert & Landrock with a
diagonal fold. All photographs are otherwise in very good condition.
☞ More on our website
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20 large photographic views of Singapore ca. 1870
44. [S I N G A P O R E]. [S AC H T L E R, August, and others]. [Views of Singapore and surroundings].
[Singapore, ca. 1870]. 20 large uniform albumen prints (21 × 27 cm), all but 1 in landscape format. Each print
mounted on paperboard (24.5 × 32.5 cm) with a manuscript series number and a German caption. Kept in a modern
black cloth clamshell box.
€ 18 000

A uniform set of large photographic albumen prints of Singapore, including exterior views of traditional, European and mixed-style
buildings, landscapes, the botanical gardens, etc., many with European and/or Malay people in the scene and some with horsedrawn carriages, or boats. The two views from Fort Canning have been attributed to August Sachtler (ca. 1839–1873): one looking
southwest toward Telok Blanagah village and its hill, with a Malay man in the foreground; the other looking southeast toward the
roadstead, with many ships in the background and a canon in the foreground, at least the former published in National Museum
of Singapore, The image of our landscape (2009). Sachtler gained experience as a photographer in the Prussian Expedition to Japan
and China (1860–1862), came to Singapore in 1863 and worked there as a commercial photographer to his death in April 1873. He
may have made some of the other photographs as well. They show the Jamae Mosque (ca. 1835) and Sri Mariamman Hindu temple
(ca. 1827); six views of the botanical gardens established by Whampoa (1816–1880); a jungle plantation in operation (with 4 boats);
jungle houses built on wooden stilts with roofs and some walls of reed; the Hôtel de l’Europe; the mission chapel; the gothic revival
St Andrew’s Cathedral (ca. 1861); Raffles Square; the town hall (ca. 1862).
As usual with albumen prints, the sky in the background shows little or no detail of clouds, and two or three have lost a bit of detail
in the background, but all further preserve very detailed images and are in very good condition, with only occasional minor spots.
A remarkable set of large, detailed and well-preserved historical images of Singapore ca. 1870.
☞ More on our website
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14 photographic portraits
of sheiks & tribesmen,
by Lawrence of Arabia’s
Chief of Staff
45. S T I R L I N G, Walter Francis. Arab Types.
Syria, [ca. 1918–ca. 1921]. Oblong album (18 × 26
cm). An album containing 14 black and white
photographic portraits (mostly about 17 × 12 cm)
plus a smaller print of one. Mounted in a ca. 1930
album of black paper leaves (boards covered with
black cloth).
€ 45 000
Fascinating collection of 14 photographic portraits
showing 13 sheikhs and tribesmen from several tribes
in and around Syria, all with captions that usually give
the subject’s name and tribe. The photos, often highly
expressive profile studies, were taken and assembled
by Lt. Col. Walter Francis Stirling (1880–1958), T. E.
Lawrence’s Chief of Staff in 1918. The named tribes are
the Shammar (nomadic Bedouins in northern Arabia,
Syria and Iraq), Ruwalla (semi-nomadic Bedouins led
by the Sha’lan family, also in northern Arabia and Syria),
Hadidiyin (nomadic Bedouin sheep herders in Syria and
northern Iraq), Walda (Kurds in Syria), Yazidis (Kurds
in northern Iraq), Agaidat (Beduoins in Syria) and “Abu
Klamin”[?] (not identified). The best known subjects are
Fawaz al Sha’lam, Emir of Ruwalla (grandson of Nuri
Sha’lan (1847–1842!), who commanded a large portion
of the troops that entered Damascus with Faisal in 1918)
and Daham al-Hadi, Sheikh of the Shammar. The latter
is described as “Paramount Sheikh”of the Shammar (in
Iraq), a title granted him by the British in 1920 that he
lost when Faisal became King of Iraq in 1921.
One photograph slightly damaged, mostly outside the
image area, but further in very good condition, with
only an occasional small surface scratch or spot. Rare
photographic portraits of sheiks and tribesmen in T.E.
Lawrence’s Damascus circle of friends and enemies.
16 ll. (album). ☞ More on our website
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Large album with 48 19th-century albumen photographs of Palestine
46. Z ANGAKI, Georgios and Constantinos. Album a photographies
de la Terre Sainte arrangées par Boulos Méo Jérusalem.
[Jerusalum, Boulos Méo, ca. 1890?]. Oblong album (34 × 46.5 cm) with
48 large albumen photographic prints (ca. 22.5 × 28 cm), signed and captioned in the negative (in French), mounted on both sides of the album’s
leaves. Some with hand-written captions in pencil (in French) on the
mount. Original publisher’s grained goatskin(?) spine and sheepskin board
edges, each board with a 5 mm thick bevelled and carved panel of olive(?)
wood mounted on it, with a mozaic inlaid floral border in black, red,
green and beige around the carved border, that on the front with a carved
Jerusalem cross in the centre, that on the back with the title “Jerusalem”
stencilled in black textura lettering, blue watered silk endleaves. € 9500
A rare and large album with 48 photographs by the renowned Zangaki brothers, whose background and history remain in the
shadows. They were probably from the Greek island Milos and worked as commercial photographers in Egypt from ca. 1870. The
brothers were quite prolific, producing at least 1500 photographs, mostly for Western tourists, drawn to Egypt and the Middle East
in increasing numbers since the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. The photographs in the present album were most likely taken
during an excursion to the Holy Land in ca. 1880. The album features landscapes and city views, including famous sights such as
Jaffa Gate (Bab el-Khalil), Tower of David, the Armenian monastery, Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Church of the Flagellation,
Al-Aqsa Mosque, Mosque of Omar, Gethsemane, Mount Olive and the Wailing Wall.
The photographs with some loss of contrast, otherwise in good condition. The tissue guards and the album’s leaves spotted. The
binding in very good condition, with the head and foot of the spine slightly damaged and the edges and corners scuffed, and the
wood with a few cracks. A fine album of photographs of Palestine.
Cf. Encyclopedia of nineteenth-century photography, p. 1521; Erdem, Views of Egypt by Georgios and Constantinos Zangaki (thesis, Toronto 2006). ☞ More on
our website
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